Contrast enhancement of noisy images by windowing: limitations due to the finite dynamic range of the display system.
A theoretical model has been developed to explain the effects of simple linear windowing on the apparent contrasts of signals in displayed digital images. The model predicts, and experimental results demonstrate, that the effective displayed contrast of a digital radiographic signal depends in a complex way upon interactions among the endpoints of the display scale, the signal contrast and noise level of the original data, the window center and display center selected, and the contrast enhancement factor applied. The results obtained from this work apply quantitatively to the highly idealized situation in which (i) a uniform signal is superimposed on a uniform background containing Gaussian pixel-value noise, and (ii) a linear (or exponential) relationship exists between the optical density of a film display (or the light intensity of a luminous display) and pixel value in some finite range. However, the qualitative effects demonstrated here may be expected to arise in a broad variety of situations involving strong digital contrast enhancement.